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ABSTRACT
Using a sample of nearly half million galaxies, intersected by over 7 million lines of sight from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey Data Release 12, we trace Hα + [NII] emission from a galactocentric projected radius, rp,
of 5 kpc to more than 100 kpc. The emission flux surface brightness is ∝ r−1.9±0.4p . We obtain consistent
results using only the Hα or [NII] flux. We measure a stronger signal for the bluer half of the target sample than
for the redder half on small scales, rp < 20 kpc. We obtain a 3σ detection of Hα + [NII] emission in the 50 to
100 kpc rp bin. The mean emission flux within this bin is (1.10 ± 0.35)× 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1, which
corresponds to 1.87 × 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 or 0.0033 Rayleigh. This detection is 34 times fainter
than a previous strict limit obtained using deep narrow-band imaging. The faintness of the signal demonstrates
why it has been so difficult to trace recombination radiation out to large radii around galaxies. This signal,
combined with published estimates of nH, lead us to estimate the temperature of the gas to be 12,000 K,
consistent with independent empirical estimates based on metal ion absorption lines and expectations from
numerical simulations.
Subject headings: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics, structure, halos, ISM, intergalactic medium
1. INTRODUCTION
A full accounting of the baryons in galaxies is a long
standing, but yet unattained goal. Discrepancies between
the expected baryon mass, calculated using the cosmolog-
ical baryon fraction (Komatsu et al. 2011), the total mass
of galaxies, and the observed baryonic components (see
Miller & Bregman (2015) for an analysis of the Milky Way’s
baryon budget that even includes the elusive hot component)
remain large. Reconciliation almost certainly lies with a more
complete understanding of the gaseous content within the vast
dark matter halos of galaxies, but that component is diffuse
and almost certainly in multiple physical phases.
Our theoretical understanding of accretion onto galaxies
has evolved, beginning with the initial description of how in-
falling gas would be shock heated as it entered a dark matter
halo (White & Rees 1978) to more complex treatments em-
bedded in detailed cosmological simulations (e.g. Keresˇ et al.
2005). A commonality of recent treatments (e.g. Nuza et al.
2014; Ford et al. 2016) is the resulting complexity of the halo
gas and the sensitivity of important resulting details to a va-
riety of poorly constrained factors such as the energetic feed-
back from the central galaxy and the intensity of the local
ionizing radiation field. On the positive side of this compli-
cated interplay is that observations of the baryonic matter in
halos have the potential to constrain a variety of phenomenon
related to galaxy formation and evolution (Rasmussen et al.
2009).
Interest in tracing the hydrogen gas beyond the inner disks
of galaxies, whether it is neutral or ionized, extends well
back in time because this material is the presumed reservoir
for subsequent star formation (Spitzer 1956). Deep searches
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for neutral gas in nearby galaxies, based on the 21cm emis-
sion feature, hit a floor column density of ∼ 1019 cm−2
(van Gorkom 1991), resulting in apparent sharp edges to the
gaseous disks of galaxies plus a limited number of isolated
clouds (Minchin et al. 2003). The absence of more widely
distributed HI was attributed to ionization caused by either
the intergalactic UV background (Maloney 1993) or escaping
radiation from the galaxy itself (Tinsley 1972; Heckman et al.
2011). This hypothesis, in turn, helped motivate searches for
recombination radiation from ionized hydrogen in galaxy ha-
los (Bland-Hawthorn, Freeman & Quinn 1997).
The emission measure of such gas is exceedingly
small, demanding either deep long slit spectroscopy
(Christlein, Zaritsky & Bland-Hawthorn 2010) or integral
field spectroscopy (e.g. Bland-Hawthorn, Freeman & Quinn
1997; Dicaire et al. 2008; Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. 2011;
Adams et al. 2011). The most stringent limits on Hα emission
in the halos of nearby galaxies placed by the last of those stud-
ies is a 5σ upper limit of 6.4× 10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2,
which informs us of the minimum required sensitivity to make
further inroads.
Despite the lack of detection so far, we do expect
to eventually observe recombination radiation from dif-
fuse ionized hydrogen in galactic halos. Absorption
line spectroscopy of QSOs has long associated metal
lines and stronger Ly α absorption lines with galaxies
(Young, Sargent & Boksenberg 1982; Bergeron 1986; Rauch
1998; Bowen, Pettini & Blades 2002) and studies of our own
galaxy have also identified ionized metals (Pettini & West
1982; Putman, Peek & Joung 2012) with a large covering fac-
tor (∼ 91%; Collins, Shull & Giroux 2009). Furthermore,
detection of hydrogen emission from individual high veloc-
ity clouds in our galaxy do exist (e.g. Weiner & Williams
1996; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 1998; Sembach et al. 2003) and
such emission is extensive around the Magellanic Stream
(Fox et al. 2010). The latter argues for vast amounts of HII
associated with the Magellanic Stream’s HI.
We approach the observational challenge in a similar man-
ner as done previously in searches for metal absorption
2lines in nearby galaxies, by combining spectra of numer-
ous lines of sight that intersect the halos of nearby galax-
ies (Bothun, Margon & Balick 1984; Coˆte´ et al. 2005). How-
ever, those studies required bright background sources against
which to search for the absorption. We are searching for emis-
sion and therefore prefer to utilize lines of sight with as little
contribution from any other source as possible. The great ad-
vantage we have over previous studies is the availability of
the massive spectroscopic database generated by the SDSS
project. Instead of relying on a handful of lines of sight
around one to a few target galaxies, we will be combining
millions of target/line-of-sight pairs. We describe the selec-
tion of the target or primary galaxy sample and the associated
lines of sight in §2, tests of our methodology in §3.1, our re-
sults in §3.2, including comparisons of the halo properties of
red vs. blue galaxies and lower vs. higher luminosity galax-
ies. We briefly place the results in context, including deriving
the temperature of the gas, in §4. Finally we summarize our
study in §5. Throughout, we adopt Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωk
= 0 and the dimensionless Hubble constant h = 0.7.
2. DATA AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
We obtain the data for this study from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey Data Release photometric and spectroscopic catalogs
(SDSS DR12; Alam et al. 2015). To probe a target galaxy’s
halo we could use any SDSS spectrum of a line of sight that
is projected sufficiently near that target galaxy. However,
there are several reasons for limiting both the sample of pri-
mary targets, those galaxies whose halos are probed, and sec-
ondary targets, those galaxies that are projected nearby for
which SDSS spectra exist. We describe the selection crite-
ria below. After identifying the suitable SDSS spectra, we
obtain the associated wavelength-calibrated, flux-calibrated,
and sky-subtracted SDSS spectra that have been rebinned
onto a uniform wavelength grid with ∆ log10 λ = 10−4(Bolton et al. 2012). In addition, we use the SDSS photomet-
ric measurements (magnitudes, sizes) and object classifica-
tions (eg. STAR vs. GALAXY). We use only objects that are
classified as a GALAXY by SDSS in all of our subsequent
analysis. The object type of the secondary target is in prin-
ciple irrelevant, but we found QSO and stellar spectra more
troublesome to model and subtract, which is why we exclude
them.
2.1. Selecting Primary and Secondary Galaxies
To select our sample of primary targets, the galaxies about
which we will trace the mean ionized gaseous halo, we first
reject all galaxies that have a redshift, z < 0.05. We impose
this cut to remove possible misclassified stars and to avoid
working at redshifts where there could be Galactic contami-
nation of the Hα + [NII] spectral region. Next, we reject all
galaxies with z > 0.2. We impose this cut to avoid having
redshifted Hα + [NII] land redward of ∼ 8000 A˚, where the
atmospheric emission is significantly brighter and variable.
Because a concern in any stacking analysis is the degree of
homogeneity among the objects contributing to the stack, we
also select primaries on the basis of galaxy luminosity, based
on “petroMag r”, and size, based on the half light radius mea-
surement “petroR50 r”. The observed parameters are con-
verted to luminosity and physical radius using our adopted
cosmological parameters and Mr,⊙ = 4.77 (Blanton et al.
2003b). In the interest of limiting heterogeneity in the primary
sample we require 10 < logL/L⊙ ≤ 11 and 2 < r50 ≤ 10
kpc (as we show in Figure 1).
To select our sample of secondary targets, we apply criteria
aimed at maximizing the likelihood of a robust measurement
(or limit) of any residual flux at Hα + [NII]. First, however, we
search for lines of sight available in the SDSS spectroscopic
database that lie near in projection to each primary galaxy.
We calculate the angular distance γ on the sky between the
two lines of sight using
cos γ = cos(90◦ − α1) cos(90
◦ − α2)
+ sin(90◦ − α1) sin(90
◦ − α2) cos(β1 − β2)
(1)
where α1 and α2 are the Declination values of the lines of
sight (1) and (2) and β1 and β2 are the corresponding Right
Ascension values. We convert to the projected physical sep-
aration, rp, using the angular diameter distance (Hogg 1999)
and retain secondary targets if they have rp ≤ 1.5 Mpc. The
typical angular distance γ between two lines of sight for an
accepted pair is ∼ 0.15◦. The distribution of these lines of
sight in rp grows linearly as expected for random pairs for
rp > 10 kpc. As mentioned above, we use only lines of sight
toward targets classified as GALAXY and apply the z > 0.05
to avoid misclassified stars. Unlike for the primary galaxies,
we do not impose an upper limit on the redshift of the sec-
ondary targets.
After identifying potential line of sight pairs, we trim fur-
ther by requiring that the secondary target differ in redshift
from the primary target by at least 0.05 to avoid confusing a
spectral line in the secondary target with one in the primary
target. After applying the constraints discussed so far, we
have a sample of 9,611,765 pairs of primary and secondary
galaxies. We will cut further based on continuum brightness,
but we describe that criterion below, after describing how we
fit the continuum and the resulting stacking of spectra.
To be specific, we illustrate the geometry of primary and
secondary lines of sight in Figure 2 using a scenario with
three galaxies that have SDSS spectroscopic data and are all
projected within 1.5 Mpc of each other, two lie at z < 0.2
and one at z > 0.2. Because of the specified redshifts, only
two qualify as primary galaxies but they each provide lines
of sight probes of the halos of the other primary galaxies in
the example. In total, therefore, these three galaxies provide
four lines of sight that probe the halo of the average galaxy
at four different projected radii. Note that the galaxy along a
secondary line of sight can be at a redshift lower than that of
the primary galaxy.
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FIG. 1.— The distribution of luminosity and half light radius for candidate
primary galaxies. The shaded region marks our selected parameter ranges.
Our goal is to ensure a degree of homogeneity in the primary galaxy sample.
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FIG. 2.— Illustration of primary - secondary target geometry. SDSS spec-
troscopically targets three galaxies, A, B, and C in this scenario that all differ
in redshift by more than 0.05. A and B also happen to have 0.05 < z < 0.2
and are therefore candidate primary targets for our study. If the projected sep-
arations, rp, between the lines of sight to the galaxies, at the redshift of the
appropriate primary galaxy is less than 1.5 Mpc, then each of these spectra
help probe the halos of galaxies A and B. The spectrum of galaxy A may con-
tain Hα+[NII] emission in the halo of B at rp = r1. The spectrum of galaxy
B may contain such emission from the halo of A at rp = r3. Finally, the
spectrum of galaxy C may contain such emission from both A, at rp = r4,
and B, at rp = r2. Because these are all at sufficiently different redshifts,
there is no confusion as to the origin of any emission that is identified.
2.2. Masking and Continuum Fitting
The spectrum of the secondary target is irrelevant and
frankly serves only to add noise to our intended goal, the tar-
get halo Hα + [NII] emission. This unwanted contribution
can be divided into a relatively smooth continuum and ab-
sorption/emission lines. The former we fit and subtract as
described next, the latter we mask and select against as de-
scribed further below. We estimate the smooth component in
two different ways, either by fitting a tenth order polynomial,
the “polynomial” method, or by applying a 25 pixel median
filter, the “median” method. Using two approaches provides
us with an indication of the systematic uncertainties arising
from the continuum subtraction methodology, but the poly-
nomial fitting is our preferred and default approach. Because
even the smooth continuum of galaxies can be complex, we
limit our analysis to the continuum within the proximity of
Hα (6340−6790 A˚) at the redshift of the primary galaxy. We
then translate the residual spectrum to the primary galaxy’s
rest frame.
To remove cases where we clearly have difficulties fitting
the continuum and where the residual noise is large due to the
signal from the secondary target, we reject secondary targets
if the mean continuum flux, C¯ , over the region of interest is
> 3.0 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚
−1
. We set this threshold
after analyzing the stacked residual spectra that we describe
below. In summary, we find that stacks of spectra with con-
TABLE 1
SPECTRAL
FEATURES
Name λ0 (A˚)
[OII] 3727
H9 3835
CaII K 3935
CaII H 3970
Hδ 4102
G-band 4308
Hβ 4861
[OIII] 4959
[OIII] 5007
Mg b 5173
NaI 5896
[SII] 6716
[SII] 6731
⊕ 7246
⊕ 7605
tinua greater than this level show systematic deviations from a
near zero residual mean, presumably because our continuum
estimates are an inadequate match for bright complicated con-
tinua. Applying this cut leaves us with 7,567,769 pairs.
In more detail, the continuum estimation, whether via fit-
ting or median filtering, is an iterative scheme where we first
mask a number of spectral features, both in the spectrum
of the secondary target and the sky “background”, that can
distort the estimation. The features we address are those in
the secondary target that could be shifted by the relative red-
shift difference between primary and secondary into the wave-
length interval of interest and those in the background onto
which the primary spectrum could be redshifted (Table 1). To
reduce the effect of these strong spectral features on the con-
tinuum estimation, we mask ± 18 A˚ from each of these lines
if they lie within the range of wavelengths that we use. We
select ± 18 A˚ as a range based on a visual examination of
the broadest features in the deep background stack that we
discuss below (§3.1.1). Additionally, in each of two polyno-
mial fitting iterations we remove 2σ outliers from the fitting
calculation.
Once the smooth continuum estimate is complete, we sub-
tract it from the original spectrum and mask ± 18 A˚ about
each of the strong spectral features in Table 1 by replacing
the residual flux values with zeros. We shift the relevant por-
tion of the original spectrum onto a fixed region in rest frame
wavelength, 6415− 6715 A˚. The interpolation onto this new
wavelength grid is done simply by populating with the nearest
pixel value. Lastly, we use the mean value of the residual flux
over this window, R¯, as a diagnostic of potential problems in
the continuum subtraction. We reject spectra for which R¯ is
an outlier in the distribution (> 2σ). This cut results in reject-
ing spectra that have |R¯| > 0.04× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1.
These criteria define our final sample of spectra and result in
a sample of 7,263,239 lines of sight that intersect the halos of
491,469 galaxies. We summarize the criteria and their impact
on reducing the sample size in Table 2. These continuum-
subtracted, de-redshifted, interpolated spectral segments, as
that shown in Figure 3, are the basis of our subsequent analy-
sis.
3. RESULTS
Once the spectra are continuum subtracted and rebinned
onto a uniform rest wavelength grid, we analyze them in two
4TABLE 2
CUT CRITERIA AND SAMPLE SIZE
Sample selectiona Fraction of Original Sample
10 < log(L/L⊙) ≤ 11 73.2%
2 kpc < r50 ≤ 10 kpc 70.0%
C¯ ≤ 3.0× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1 54.7%
|R¯| ≤ 0.04 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1 53.5%
a Cuts are applied in series beginning from the first listed.
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FIG. 3.— We interpolate our continuum-subtracted, de-redshifted spectral
segments onto a defined wavelength grid over the spectral region from 6415−
6715 A˚ (rest frame). The lighter line (red in the color version) shows the
region extracted from the original spectrum for continuum subtraction, while
the darker overlaid line shows the interpolated spectrum over the fixed grid
for a single line of sight. Regions with an f value of zero that are also shaded
are masked regions.
different ways. First, we combine subsets of the data to pro-
duce mean, or composite, spectra for lines of sight that meet
specific criteria, such as being within a certain rp range. Sec-
ond, we measure the Hα and/or [NII] fluxes in individual lines
of sight and then analyze the ensemble of measurements. We
present results using both approaches. The former is easier to
visualize, the latter retains more information content.
3.1. Tests and Stacked Spectra
We present the boxcar smoothed composite spectra in the
radius bin rp < 50 kpc in Figure 4. The peak value of Hα and
[NII]6583 (∼ 6.0 ± 1.5 in unit of 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1)
constitute a 4σ detection. In the following, we present a set
of tests of the procedure that also enable us to understand our
sensitivity limits and limiting noise characteristics.
3.1.1. The Background Test
The original, unprocessed SDSS spectra are a combina-
tion of “backgrounds” or “sky”, such as atmospheric con-
tinuum, emission lines, and absorption lines, and “source”.
The SDSS pipeline implements an extensive effort to pro-
vide source spectra from which the sky has been removed.
By stacking spectra, we examine whether there are any sys-
tematic problems with the sky determination and the level of
uncertainty that results either from remaining sky contamina-
tion or simply from the increased noise in regions of higher
backgrounds.
We apply the full procedure as described above, except that
rather than shifting the spectra into the primary galaxy rest
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FIG. 4.— The boxcar smoothed composite spectra at rp < 50 kpc, where
the boxcar width corresponds to ±275 km s−1 or approximately the maxi-
mum rotation velocities of our primary galaxies. We label the location of Hα
and the two satellite [NII] lines with vertical dashed lines. The peak values
of Hα and the redder of the [N II] lines constitute > 4σ detections and the
lines are at the expected wavelengths.
frame and analyzing the region around Hα, we keep the spec-
tra in the observed frame. In addition, we do not mask the two
atmospheric absorption features listed in Table 1 and do not
trim to the region around Hα. We stack 7,245,797 spectra,
which constructively combines features that are fixed in the
observed frame. We show the result of this exercise, the mean
residual spectrum in the observed frame, in Figure 5.
There are various results of note here. First, the residual
stacked spectrum is dominated by noise. This demonstrates
that the SDSS sky subtraction is not introducing systemat-
ics into our analysis. Second, the noise increases redward
as expected and even more beyond our imposed wavelength
cut (not shown in Figure). Third, our two highlighted at-
mospheric absorption bands are well treated on average, but
we retain the masking in our subsequent analysis because we
have noticed these features remain significant in some indi-
vidual spectra. Fourth, there may be hints of additional spec-
tral features that appear to be real sky features, such as the
absorption at ∼ 6850 A˚, but mostly what is visible are noise
residuals. Because any real features or systematic errors that
are visible in this Figure will appear at different primary tar-
get, rest frame wavelengths, the residuals act as an additional
source of noise but will be incoherent. The fractional noise
they introduce will decrease with sample size. The rms of
the residual background contribution rises from ∼ 0.002 at
the bluer end to > 0.01 in units of 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1.
Even for the larger rms values, ∼ 0.03 in these units, when
we combine 1,000 spectra the uncertainty due to background
residuals will be ∼ 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1, assuming the
sky residuals are randomly distributed in target galaxy, rest
frame wavelength. We conclude, given that we always ana-
lyze well above 1,000 systems, that this is not our dominant
source of uncertainty. Fifth, there is a hint from our polyno-
mial fitting that the mean value of the residual is positive. We
will discuss systematic deviations from zero mean below.
We have just introduced a measurement of our potential
sensitivity, ∼ 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1, so we need to ex-
plain how to compare this value to what is common in the
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FIG. 5.— Average residual sky background from a stack of 7,245,797 spec-
tra. The solid curve is the best fit polynomial to the sky background. The
shaded regions coincide with strong atmospheric absorption features that are
masked in our standard analysis but not in this stack. The remaining “noise”
comes from residuals from the subtraction of strong atmospheric emission
features that increase in number and strength toward redder wavelengths. The
maximum residuals are ∼ 0.03× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1.
literature. Recall that current limits on ionized flux in galactic
halos are∼ 6.4×10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 (Adams et al.
2011). There is a slight mismatch in units between the mea-
surements we quote and those typically quoted in the liter-
ature because we, by construction, integrate over the fiber
aperture and narrow-band imaging studies, by construction,
integrate over the wavelength width of the filter. To trans-
late between the two sets of measurements, consider that our
emission lines are generally ∼ 12 A˚ full width (∼ 550 km
sec−1) and the SDSS fibers are 3 arcsec in diameter (angular
area ∼ 7 arcsec2). The rough conversion between our units
and those in the literature therefore requires multiplying our
values by 1.7. This conversion can be wrong if the emission
is either highly concentrated spatially or in velocity. Never-
theless, sensitivity limits at the level of 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1
A˚−1, in our units, would constitute a significant improvement
over previous limits.
3.1.2. The Stacked Secondary Targets Test
To test our procedure and confirm that we can coherently
combine spectra, we now reapply our method, but this time
we shift the spectra using the redshifts of the secondary galax-
ies. As such, the stack will be that of an average secondary
galaxy spectrum. This exercise allows us to test the method in
a different way and to see what other spectral features may be
present that we did not include in Table 1. Here we use a wider
spectral region than in our primary galaxy analysis, examin-
ing rest frame wavelengths of 3700 − 7500 A˚. Any portion
of the spectrum that happens to lie beyond an observed wave-
length of 8500 A˚ we replace with zeros to avoid introducing
large background residuals into the stack. We stack 4,385,225
spectra and show the results in Figure 6.
The major spectral lines, those in Table 1, are clearly vis-
ible and highlighted. In addition there are now a variety of
other features that can be seen. Again, because these will ap-
pear nearly randomly distributed when we shift to the primary
galaxy rest frame, these can be considered to be an additional
source of noise. Here, however, the noise can be significantly
larger than what we found for the sky residuals. Some un-
masked features reach±0.3×10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1, a fac-
tor of 10 larger than for the sky residuals. As such we need to
combine a factor of 100 more spectra to reach the equivalent
level of noise, but even 100,000 lines of sight is not beyond
the range of what we can do with our sample, demonstrating
that we will be able to reach limits below 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1
A˚−1 in sensitivity, but perhaps not much better than that level
with the current sample. For this reason, we must mask bright
lines in the secondary target.
3.1.3. Random Redshift Test
To further test the expected sensitivity, we perform two dif-
ferent tests, the first of which is a test for false positives and
is described here. We assign each primary galaxy a random
redshift in the range of 0.05 < z < 0.20. We require the dif-
ference between the randomly assigned redshift and the true
redshift to be larger than 0.05 to avoid a situation where one
of the Hα + [NII] lines can pose as another. We do not expect
a signal at Hα + [NII] due to the randomized redshifts and
this is confirmed in the stacked spectra from two realizations
that we compare in Figure 7 to the stack constructed using
the actual redshifts (reprised here from Figure 4). We confine
our test to lines of sight with rp < 50 kpc, where the true
stack shows the strongest visible emission to provide clearest
contrast with the random redshift stacks.
The random redshift stacks provide a guide to the level of
uncertainties. For example, excluding Hα and [NII], the spec-
tra in Figure 7 have candidate absorption or emission features
with peak |f | < 3.5×10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1. The standard
deviation of the random redshift spectra is 1.5 × 10−20 erg
cm−2 s−1 A˚−1, demonstrating that none of the candidate fea-
tures in the random redshift spectra are significant (> 3σ). In
contrast, Hα and [NII] 6583A˚ with a peak flux of∼ 6×10−20
erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1 are significant, and even more so because
they are features found at the anticipated wavelengths. In
the analysis described below, we utilize the full ensemble of
measurements from individual lines of sight rather than these
stacks. We will reprise the random redshift test in that context
below.
3.1.4. Line Injection Test
The second of our sensitivity tests involves injecting a
line of known flux into the individual spectra and reproduc-
ing our measurements. We inject a Gaussian signal with
peak amplitude 2.0 × 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1 with width
±275 km s−1 (corresponding to an average flux of 1.37 ×
10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚
−1 in this window). The strength of the
injected signal is set to match what we are detecting in our 50
to 100 kpc bin (see §3.2). To examine our sensitivity as a func-
tion of where in the spectrum the line lands, we run the entire
test over for three central injection wavelengths (6500, 6600,
and 6700 A˚). Although the signal is completely undetectable
in a single spectrum, its presence becomes evident once the
number of spectra contributing to the stack is sufficiently large
to diminish the noise sufficiently. The injected signal is re-
covered as shown in Figure 8 independent of wavelength or
radius, for rp & 100 kpc, at a level consistent with the input.
We conclude that our limiting sensitivity as determined from
injected emission lines is consistent with our detection in the
50 < rp ≤ 100 kpc bin, ∼ 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚
−1
, and
is correspondingly higher and lower at smaller and larger rp,
respectively.
3.2. Results from Individual Line of Sight Measurements
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FIG. 6.— Mean, continuum subtracted spectrum of secondary targets. The grey shaded regions indicate the masked regions around well known spectral features
(Table 1).
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FIG. 7.— The random redshift test. In each panel we present boxcar smoothed composite spectra, where the boxcar width corresponds to ±275 km s−1 or
approximately the maximum rotation velocities of our primary galaxies. We label the location of Hα and the two [NII] lines with the vertical dashed lines. The
leftmost panel presents the stack using the actual primary target redshifts and shows evidence for Hα and [NII]6583. The peak values of these lines constitute
> 4σ detections and are at the expected wavelengths. The other two panels show two random realizations and no features throughout the wavelength region have
peak values that constitute > 3σ detections. All of these are for the lines of sight at rp < 50 kpc.
As an alternative to stacking the spectra, we measure the
flux in each individual spectrum coincident with the emission
lines Hα 6562.48A˚, [NII] 6548.05 and 6583.47A˚ over a wave-
length range corresponding to width ±275 km s−1, a value
somewhat larger than the characteristic internal velocities for
the type of primary galaxy selected. We sum the flux in each
of the three windows, and then divide by the size of the win-
dow to present the mean flux level in the spectral region, f¯ .
We reject as outliers those with a mean emission or absorption
signal greater than 0.3×10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1. This cut is
intended to eliminate cases where we happened onto a satel-
lite or nearby galaxy with emission or absorption. Note that
this level of emission is below that observed at the edges of
disk galaxies (Christlein, Zaritsky & Bland-Hawthorn 2010).
This cut affects very few lines of sight (about 0.04%) and we
are left with 7,235,804 lines of sight.
To analyze the results, we group the data in bins of equal
∆ log rp. This provides a radial sampling weighted to smaller
rp where we anticipate detecting more signal. We calculate a
mean value of f¯ in each bin, 〈f¯〉, and assign an uncertainty
using the internal dispersion and calculating the dispersion in
the mean. We fit to the distribution of 〈f¯〉 vs. rp using a power
law fitting function plus a constant background term:
〈f¯〉 = a(rp/50 kpc)
b + c (2)
where a, b and c are fitting parameters. The parameter c al-
lows for a bias in the determined background level that we first
mentioned in §3.1.1. We will discuss this further below, but c
is typically non-zero given that there are always uncertainties
in the background determinations. We define a new quantity,
the net flux, ∆f ≡ 〈f¯〉−c. In our Figures, we also present the
median of s¯ corrected for the corresponding c in each radial
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FIG. 8.— Results from the line injection test. We present the measurements
within the injected line window. The injected signal is recovered independent
of wavelength or radius for rp > 100 kpc, at a level consistent with the
input. Uncertainties become sufficiently small for this level of signal once
the number of spectra contributing to the stack is sufficiently large. 〈f¯〉 is
defined in detail in Sec. 3.2. The horizontal line represents the level of the
injected signal.
bin, so that the reader can judge whether the means are unduly
influenced by systems with large deviations. We estimate the
uncertainty in the median within each bin by calculating the
median of the absolute deviations from the median.
In Figure 9 we present the binned data and our best fit
model, Equation 2, for our entire sample when we adopt the
polynomial continuum fitting method. The median filter con-
tinuum estimator shows the same behavior. There is an evi-
dent rise in Hα + [NII] toward smaller rp, suggesting a detec-
tion of emission from ionized gas in the halos of the galaxies
in our sample. Before proceeding however, there are several
aspects of this result that require further discussion. First, the
asymptotic level of the data at large rp, the parameter c in our
fits, is > 0 when we estimate the continua using polynomials
and < 0 when we use the median filter. We interpret this dif-
ference as indicative of systematic uncertainty in our ability
to fully account for the continua (∼ ±10−21 erg s−1 cm−2
A˚
−1) . To further explore this issue we return to the random
redshift simulations and use them for a third estimate of the
background level. The mean measured flux in the two ran-
dom redshift realizations is 1.50× 10−21 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1
and 1.27 × 10−21 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1. If we were to assume
a background level of zero, then we would have a systematic
uncertainty of the order of 10−21 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1. How-
ever, because we fit and subtract this bias, our uncertainty is
determined by how well we can determine the bias. From
Table 3, we conclude that the uncertainty in c is generally
< 3 × 10−22 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1. We propagate this uncer-
tainty on the systematic bias into the plotted values of ∆f .
The uncertainty in the continuum determination ultimately
limits how far in rp we can trace the emission, but it makes
little difference to our primary result — the detection of emis-
sion out to 100 kpc. The value of c changes from 6.2× 10−22
erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1 to −8.0 × 10−22 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1 be-
tween our two continuum estimation approaches, but the over-
all fit for the power law behavior is indistinguishable (slopes
are −1.90 ± 0.19 and −1.88 ± 0.17 and normalizations are
1.09±0.27 and 1.13±0.27 for polynomial and median contin-
uum estimators respectively). Significant differences among
the data from the two approaches appears only beyond rp =
100 kpc.
Second, because the uncertainties in 〈f¯〉 are larger at small
rp, due to the smaller number of contributing lines of sight,
we investigate whether the apparent rise could be the result of
larger random fluctuations at small radii. To address this issue
we return to our random redshift simulations. We present two
realization of the random redshift test in Figure 10 and both
exhibit a null detection of Hα + [NII] in the entire rp range as
seen in the data. In contrast to the actual fits (Table 3), where
the both the normalization a is > 0 and power law index, b, is
< 0 with greater than 2σ confidence, in these random redshift
tests neither is different than zero with greater than 1σ confi-
dence. Unfortunately, executing these random realizations is
computationally expensive because they require us to repro-
cess all of the data. However, we use the measured dispersion
in these two simulations to mock additional ones. By drawing
randomly from the uncertainties shown in Figure 10, we cre-
ate 200,000 simulations of the random redshift test and find
that only 365 produce > 2σ results for positive a and neg-
ative b (0.2%) We conclude that our result is unlikely to be
caused by random fluctuations in 〈f¯〉. Subsequent tests using
subsamples (described below) are consistent and so also argue
against a significant role for random fluctuations.
Third, our data extend inward to quite small radii (< 10
kpc). The lines of sights that contribute in this regime do not
intersect regions of strong Hα emission, because we impose
a cut on the line flux, but they should intersect regions near
the disk-halo boundary, which we know can have significant
emission (Rand 1996). As such, it is reasonable to suspect that
these do not correspond to the more diffuse halo emission that
is what we are truly seeking to measure or constrain. To what
degree are our fits driven by significant detections at these
small impact parameters that may not be truly reflective of a
halo distribution?
To address this question, we present the fit using only data
at rp > 50 kpc in Figure 9 and in Table 3. The resulting fit
is consistent with that using all of the data, and still provides
statistically significant evidence for an excess of emission in
the halo. We conclude that our results are not begin distorted
by emission near the central galaxy.
Fourth, the unprecedented sensitivity of these measure-
ments may mean that we are susceptible to systematic effects
that were previously not considered. The one effect that we
now consider is scattered light. If the central galaxy is a strong
Hα emitter, could light scattered either by the Earth’s atmo-
sphere or telescope optics, be the source of our signal?
To address this issue, we examine whether continuum light
is scattered into our apertures. Our background estimates are
dominated by light from the secondary galaxy, but would also
include scattered primary galaxy light if such scattering is sig-
nificant. We plot in Figure 11 the mean and median values
of the mean continuum flux around Hα, C¯, as a function of
rp. We detect flux from the primary galaxies at rp ∼ 10 kpc
(∼ 5.5 arcsec for a typical primary galaxy redshift of 0.1), but
beyond this radius there is no statistically significant radial
dependence, demonstrating that light from inner radii is not
being scattered to larger radii. We also compare the results
obtained using the nearer and farther halves of the primaries.
If the detected signal is due to scattered light then the emission
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FIG. 9.— The radial profile of Hα + [NII] around our primary galaxy targets for our entire sample for the polynomial continuum estimator. The red filled
circles represent the mean values of f¯ in each bin and the orange diamonds the corresponding medians. We plot two fits, the red solid line corresponds to that
which used all of the means, while the black dashed line only to that using the means at rp > 50 kpc. The dotted purple line represents the previous limit on Hα
emission flux from deep narrow-band imaging.
TABLE 3
POWER LAW PARAMETER FITS TO 〈f¯(rp)〉
Primary Emission rp range a b c χ2
Sample Lines [Mpc] [×10−3] [×10−5]
All Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 1.09± 0.27 −1.90± 0.19 6.2± 2.0 6.79
All Hα + [NII] 0.05 < rp < 1.5 1.67± 0.46 −1.91± 0.47 5.8± 1.5 2.45
All Hα rp < 1.5 0.91± 0.64 −1.91± 0.45 −7.0± 4.7 10.15
All [N II] rp < 1.5 1.18± 0.36 −1.63± 0.24 9.5± 2.7 6.58
Red Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 0.76± 0.38 −1.26± 0.40 −2.8± 4.7 6.02
Blue Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 1.58± 0.55 −1.84± 0.23 7.3± 3.9 13.51
Bright Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 1.23± 0.30 −1.72± 0.25 6.8± 2.2 2.52
Faint Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 1.03± 0.36 −1.95± 0.23 5.4± 2.6 7.07
Big Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 0.97± 0.37 −2.35± 0.30 11.4 ± 2.4 4.34
Small Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 0.81± 0.29 −1.90± 0.25 1.7± 2.1 3.99
High z Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 1.01± 0.42 −2.06± 0.34 11.7 ± 2.7 4.62
Low z Hα + [NII] rp < 1.5 1.12± 0.47 −1.82± 0.30 1.0± 3.3 10.99
a The units for a and c are 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1. The χ2 for which the best fit is statistically
unlikely at 90% confidence is 12.02 for the 7 degrees of freedom we have. Therefore, our models and
the best fit parameters are statistically acceptable across the sample.
halos of the more distant galaxies will appear to be physically
larger. The ratio of scale lengths (see Table 3) is 1.13± 0.26,
consistent with a ratio of 1 and inconsistent at the 2σ level
with the corresponding ratio of mean angular diameter dis-
tances 1.63. We conclude that scattered light from the central
source is not the origin of our detection.
Having considered and dismissed a range of alternate ex-
planations for the result shown in Figure 9, we present quan-
titative measurements of the Hα + [NII] fluxes as a function
of rp in Table 4. We present both the directly measured signal
in the Hα + [NII] windows and that corrected for the back-
ground level, c, or in other terms ∆f . From the corrected
values, we have a 3σ detection of Hα + [NII] out to ∼ 100
kpc. Beyond that radius, our values are consistent with no
flux, but the flux levels predicted by our extrapolated model
would not be detectable given the current level of measure-
ment uncertainty in the background. We conclude that we
identify ionized gaseous halos that extend to at least ∼ 100
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FIG. 10.— The radial profile of Hα + [NII] for two samples with randomly shuffled primary galaxy redshifts. We plot the means (red circles) and medians
(orange diamonds) of f¯ for each realization in separate panels. Both random realizations show a resulting null detection of Hα + [NII] over the entire rp range.
We also present the best fit power law model of our signal (solid black line) for comparison. Significant detections are limited to rp < 100 kpc.
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FIG. 11.— The mean continuum flux, C¯, as a function of projected galac-
tocentric radius. We show the means (red circles) and medians (orange dia-
monds) of C¯ in each bin for the polynomial continuum estimator. There is
no radial dependence of the continuum beyond rp = 10 kpc. The slope of
the fit to the averages is −0.0020 ± 0.0006.
TABLE 4
SIGNAL STRENGTH IN RADIAL BINS
rp range 〈f¯〉 ∆f
[Mpc] [10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1]
rp < 0.05 2.25 ± 0.62 2.19 ± 0.62
0.05 ≤ rp < 0.1 1.16 ± 0.35 1.10 ± 0.35
0.1 ≤ rp < 0.2 0.06 ± 0.17 0.00 ± 0.17
0.2 ≤ rp < 0.5 0.14 ± 0.06 0.08 ± 0.07
rp ≥ 0.5 0.06 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.04
kpc around the typical primary galaxy in our sample.
3.3. Results Using Subsamples
The analysis of subsamples allows us to continue to test
our results and might provide insights into the physics be-
hind the observations. So far, we have only considered fits
to the combined flux from Hα and the two nearby [NII] lines.
We now compare the results using only Hα to those using
only [NII]6548 and 6583A˚, shown in Figure 12. The quan-
titative agreement between the two fits confirms the reality
of the results, particularly the detection of line emission at
rp < 100 kpc. The comparison between the two fits hints
that the ratio of [NII] to Hα may rise with radius. This be-
havior, the apparent hardening of the radiation field with in-
creasing galactocentric radius, has been seen in other studies
(Miller & Veilleux 2003) and various causes considered.
To examine the dependence of the measured halo emis-
sion with primary galaxy color, we divide our sample nearly
equally into a red class (g − r ≥ 0.85) and a blue class
(g − r < 0.85). This division maps well onto the two
color groups identified so clearly in SDSS data (Blanton et al.
2003a). We present the results from each of the two samples
in Figure 13 and Table 3.
Indeed the blue sample shows stronger central emission that
leads to a steeper slope in the emission profile. Whether the
difference extends over all radii is more difficult to say. Never-
theless, the inner difference hints at the importance of escap-
ing radiation or outer disk ionization regions in determining
the radial profile of recombination radiation. Perhaps a related
effect was identified by Rand (1996) and Rossa & Dettmar
(2003), where galaxies with higher star formation rates have
stronger vertically extended disk emission. Even so, the red
sample, which consists primarily of low and non-star forming
galaxies, also exhibits Hα + [NII] emission at rp > 50 kpc,
demonstrating that other sources of ionization are also in play.
Next, we divide the set into two almost equal halves by
luminosity or size and present the results in Table 3. We
find very similar radial emission line profiles among samples.
There is no strong dependence of halo properties with central
galaxy luminosity, over the limited luminosity range of our
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FIG. 12.— The radial profile of Hα flux only (left panel) and [NII] 6548 and 6583 (right panel) for our entire sample. The emission profiles are similar for the
different elements.
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FIG. 13.— The radial profile of Hα + [NII] for subsamples divided equally by the color of the primary galaxy (division at g − r = 0.85), with the red
subsample in the left panel and the blue subsample in the right panel. While both subsamples exhibit a rise in the emission flux interior to 100 kpc, the results for
the red subsample are weaker and noisier, particularly at small radii. The measurements are consistent beyond 100 kpc.
sample.
We divide the data set into two almost equal halves by the
galaxy redshift and present the results in Table 3. We find
nearly identical radial emission line profiles for the two sam-
ples except that the bias level for low redshift galaxies is sig-
nificantly lower. We attribute this to the simpler background
at bluer wavelengths (Figure 5) and conclude that one effi-
cient way to achieve higher sensitivities is to have more lines
of sight that probe the nearer primaries in our sample.
4. DISCUSSION
The interpretation of the emission is complicated by the
complex nature of galaxy halos. Although we have excluded
lines of sight with significant flux, we could still be contam-
inated by dwarf galaxies or tidal debris. In the Milky Way
halo there is a strong case for significant amounts of ionized
gas associated with the Magellanic Stream (Fox et al. 2010).
We have no direct way of assessing this scenario and sim-
ple analytic models of halo gas and ionizing radiation fields
cannot address it. Full, detailed simulations that follow the
baryons and radiation are necessary to examine these ques-
tions. Data such as that presented here provides case studies
against which to benchmark the simulations.
Our cut, rejecting lines of sight with |f¯ | > 0.3 ×
10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚
−1
, still allows for our measure-
ment to be dominated by a few lines of sight. Our detec-
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tion of 〈f¯〉 ∼ 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1 suggests that we
would only need 1 out of 300 lines of sight to have f¯ =
0.3 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚
−1
to obtain the average value
that we do. However, the marginal agreement between the
mean ((1.10±0.35)×10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1) and median
((0.50±0.20)×10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1) demonstrates that
much of the power of the signal we detect comes from typi-
cal lines of sight, while at the same time suggesting that the
distribution of s¯ is likely to be somewhat asymmetrical.
Placing this component in context is also critical. Other
baryon components have been traced to large radii, for ex-
ample dust (Zaritsky 1994; Nelson, Zaritsky & Cutri 1998;
Me´nard et al. 2010). The most precise measurement of dust
out to large radii is that presented by Me´nard et al. (2010),
who also utilized SDSS data to reach a sensitivity below what
was previously available. They find that the surface density
of dust is ∝ r−0.8p . The emission line surface brightness we
measure is ∝ r−1.9±0.4p (Table 3, with an uncertainty here
that takes account of the range of variation). If we assume
that the gas density follows the dust density, then the volume
density of gas and dust is ∝ r−1.8. Because the emission line
flux we see comes from recombination it depends on n2, all
other factors being equal, we might expect the volume emis-
sion density to be ∝ r−3.6 and therefore the projected emis-
sion density to be∝ r−2.6p , falling roughly in line with what is
observed. This argument, or more precisely the uncertainty in
the measured radial emission profile, allows for other factors
to still play a significant role but it suggests that there are no
unexpected large surprises in the dust to gas ratio.
Despite the caveats given regarding the complexity of the
actual physical situation, we present a simple calculation
in the interest of providing a coarse picture of what may
be the situation. The emission rate per cm3 is given by
NeNpα
eff
Hα, where Ne and Np are the electron and proton
volume number densities and αeff
Hα is the effective recombi-
nation rate (cm3s−1). The electron and proton densities are
taken to be equal and roughly 10−3.8 cm−3 using nH =
10−4.2(rp/Rvir)
−0.8 (Werk et al. 2014) and rp/Rvir = 0.3
for the middle of the 50 to 100 kpc rp bin. The energy re-
leased in one Hα photon is 3 × 10−12 erg, enabling us to
convert the recombination rate into a power. The luminosity
distance at a typical redshift in the sample, z = 0.1, is 460
Mpc and the angular diameter distance is 380 Mpc. If we as-
sume emission detected in a fiber comes from a 3 arcsec tube
on the sky that is 75 kpc in length along the line of sight, we
estimate that the measured flux should be 1.6× 10−7αeff
Hα erg
s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2. In these units, our detection in the 50 to
100 kpc bin (Table 4) corresponds to 1.9 × 10−20 for Hα +
[NII] and 1.0 × 10−20 for Hα only. For αeff
Hα, we adopt the
fitting formula presented by Pequignot, Petitjean & Boisson
(1991),
αeffHα = 10
−13 2.274 T
−0.659
1 + 1.939 T0.574
,
where T is the temperature in units of 104 K. Solving for T, we
find that our observed flux, in combination with the density
profile from Werk et al. (2014), result in an estimated temper-
ature of ∼12,000 K.
Despite the numerous simplifying assumptions inherent to
this temperature estimate, it provides reassurance that the de-
tected signal is physically plausible. Independent temperature
estimates for the “cool” halo gas, in contrast to the million de-
gree coronal gas, based on the detailed analysis of numerous
ionized metals, also place the temperature of this component
at about 104 K. In reverse, our observation plus an adopted
temperature of ∼ 104 K provides support for the density pro-
file inferred by Werk et al. (2014). The confirmation of the
nH profile further supports their contention that significant
mass, as much as 25% of the total baryonic content of galax-
ies, resides in this cool component.Simulations also predict
that a large fraction of the halo gas resides in a 104 K phase
(Keresˇ et al. 2005).
5. CONCLUSIONS
Our principal result is the first detection of hydrogen re-
combination radiation from the outer halos of normal galax-
ies. The presence of gaseous halos had long been inferred
from the incidence of metal ion absorption lines seen against
the spectra of luminous sources, mostly QSOs, and mod-
els demonstrated that this gas was overwhelmingly ionized
(Putman, Peek & Joung 2012). However, searches for hydro-
gen recombination radiation produced mostly limits except
toward individual, HI clouds, particularly in the Milky Way
halo (Weiner & Williams 1996; Fox et al. 2010).
Using over 7 million spectra that intersect the halos of
nearly half a million nearby galaxies, we are able to reach
the level of sensitivity required to observe the Hα emission
up to 100 kpc (Figure 9). The mean value of the emission
from this sample at projected radii between 50 and 100 kpc
is (1.10 ± 0.35) × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1. The units of
our measurement are non-standard because we integrate over
a fiber aperture but not over the emission line itself. Convert-
ing, making some basic assumptions, to other representations
our measurement corresponds to 1.87× 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1
arcsec−2 or 0.0033 Rayleigh.
Various tests support the reality of the detection. Our ability
to trace this component to larger radii is limited by our ability
to set the continuum level. The uncertainty in our determi-
nation of this bias level for our final set of measurements is
∼ 3× 10−22 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1. We obtain consistent detec-
tions for Hα and [NII] independently, for blue and red galax-
ies, for bright and faint galaxies (within our limited range of
luminosities), for small and large galaxies (within our limited
range of sizes), and for nearby and distant galaxies (within our
limited redshift window). We find that a null test constructed
by shuffling the redshifts of our target galaxies does not re-
sult in a detection and that we recover an injected line at the
flux level of interest. Finally, we combine the detection with
a published measurement of the hydrogen number density at
these radii to derive a temperature, 12,000 K, that is wholly
consistent with both empirical measurements of the tempera-
ture based on the metal ions (Werk et al. 2014) and numerical
simulations the investigate the accretion of gas onto galaxies
(Keresˇ et al. 2005).
Our detection of recombination emission from the domi-
nant component of the cool gas in galaxy halos provides a
benchmark for future studies that will examine it in more de-
tail and opens a new avenue for the exploration of galaxy evo-
lution.
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